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2017 Pittsburgh Countryside Adventures!
“Pittsburgh Countryside Adventure in the Laurel Highlands”
Quecreek Mine Rescue Site/ Fallingwaters & Old General Store………...$95.
Our motor coach departs in the morning to visit the Quecreek Mine Rescue Site. In July of 2002, nine miners
became trapped deep beneath the earth with little hope of survival. The national news covered this story of the
miraculous rescue of all nine miners. It was an important milestone in our country’s emerging from the post 911 trauma and encouraged healing, from the nearby flight 93 memorial site. Our visit will lift your spirits with
stories of faith, skill, cooperation and a community that overcame the odds. Lunch is included at the Oakhurst Tea
Room, known for it home style cooking, in the heart of beautiful Laurel Highlands. Our afternoon includes a tour of
Falling Waters, one of Frank Lloyd Wright’s architectural masterpieces, with a waterfall flowing through the home. It
was designed for the Kaufman family department store owner in Pittsburgh and has been featured in National Geographic
Magazine. En route back to Pitts we will include a stop at the Old General Store & Country Pie Shoppe. Nostalgic
Candy, memories of old-times and a personal pie to go makes this a wonderful stop.
Tour includes: Motor coach transportation, admissions, lunch, and dessert.

“Pittsburgh Countryside Adventure in the Laurel Highlands”
Flight 93 Memorial, Falling Water’s, Berries and Wine!...........................$95.
Our motor coach departure in the morning from Pittsburgh to visit the “Flight 93 Memorial near Somerset, Pa. United
Airlines Flight 93crashed in this grassy countryside near Shanksville, Pa during the destructive al-Qaeda terrorists attacks
on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon, Sept 11, 2001. This Memorial is a tribute to the passengers and crew of
Flight 93and displays courage, action, honor and hope that was revealed by the crew and passengers on board, who lost
their lives.
Lunch is included at the Oakhurst Tea Room, known for it home style cooking, in the heart of beautiful
Laurel Highlands. Our afternoon includes a tour of Falling Waters, one of Frank Lloyd Wright’s architectural
masterpieces, with a waterfall flowing through the home. It was designed for the Kaufman family department store
owner in Pittsburgh and has been featured in National Geographic Magazine. Our last stop is Sand Hill Berry Farm,
where we will enjoy homemade berry pies and wine tasting.
Tour includes: Motor coach transportation, admissions, lunch, wine tasting and dessert.

There are many tour options in the Laurel Highlands area! Let us create and adventure
for your group. Call 724-535-1060

